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Abstract: Air routing has become an important problem of recent years. Wide implementation of idea to use a free routing airspace 

(FRA) over the Europe and idea of exploiting FRA as a main airspace management resource to reduce air traffic problems revealed a 

necessity of a new look to a routing problem. Many previous solutions relied on predefined topology of airways and ability to exploit well-

developed methods known in graph theory. Meanwhile the problem was current due to many factors needed to be involved in the airspace as 

a 3D-space: air management restrictions and different air spaces regulation rules, weather conditions, danger areas, aircraft's 

characteristics, pilots’ preferences, etc. Moreover, the appearance of FRA has made it inappropriate to use previous algorithms. Most of 

these algorithms required a definite topology with known routing points connected with predefined edges, while the FRA may have only 

border points to fly into or fly out of the area and no definite edges inside. The task of constructing the route became the same difficult as 

obvious: any pilot can fly directly through the FRA, but the route should be built and confirmed prior to a take-off. Problem comes even 

more evident if considered for the unmanned flying vehicles (UFV) and the need for robots or AI systems to solve the routing problem by it-

selves. As a topping of the complexity of the problem, one may consider the upcoming difficulties of airspace congestion in FRA. Despite the 

problem is known for areas close to airports, it is still current to plan routes avoiding flights conflicts in the air and to avoid FRA high 

congestion. There are different researches on some particular problems and some approaches to solve these problems. Nevertheless, there is 

no complex problem statement yet. This research was focused on need of understanding the full scope of problems for air routing to 

understand the ability to build an efficient solution for the problem as a whole. 
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1. Introduction 

The problem of air routing nowadays comes with a few starting 

points: 

 The main goal is to find route between departure and 

destination airports. 

 The second goal typically is to have some reduce of fuel burn. 

Nevertheless, one should mention that there are estimates that 

optimal routes are able to give typically only 1–3% of fuel 

burn reduce. 

 It is also assumed that all routes exist within the air space that 

can be predefined typically both by lateral dimension 

boundaries and altitude limits. 

 It is assumed that there are many possible routes in airspace 

should exist and there are some routes that can be considered 

optimal (or at least one). Nevertheless, one can consider 

situation of reaching conditions that any of these routes are 

inappropriate for the particular type of aircraft (i.e. with respect 

to its fuel capacity and/or possible altitude limit). 

 A longer route is expected to be closer to ―straight‖ route (a 

great circle route). 

Most researches on air routing problem are made with some of 

following assumptions: 

 the most valuable optimization could be made within cruise 

stage (due to it is the main part of any flight with the most fuel 

burned, and climb/descend stages are much shorter or can not 

be optimized because of predefined fuel burn rates etc.); 

 the problem of 3D routing is often reduced to 2D routing 

considering only cruise flight stage to be able to make notable 

influence; 

 the problem of finding the shortest path is considered solvable 

with some graph algorithm like Dijkstra or A* (same as in on 

ground routing) without respect to vertical trajectories 

optimization and/or wind optimization (nevertheless these 

algorithms are less useful in FRA – Free Routing Area). 

One recent research [1] showed the great decrease of algorithm 

running time with a wind optimized approach algorithm compared 

to classical shortest path search on graph (like Dijkstra and A* 

algorithms). Nevertheless, the algorithm does not consider so 

named 3D-routing. There are also some other researches dedicated 

to routing in FRA [2]. 

Some other researchers [3-4] offer considering both weather 

conditions (winds, temperature) and flight altitudes and they 

showed that it is more efficient to consider all conditions while 

building the path compared to step by step consideration of each 

type of conditions after initial shortest path search. There are also 

some similar direction researches [5-8]. 

 

However, most of approaches offered do not consider possible 

RADs (Route Availability Document) influence. This means there 

should be used a combined approach to be able to find a complex 

air route through both a FRA and a standard airspace (with a regular 

net of airways). One of possible solutions with respect to PRDs 

(Prohibited, Restricted and Dangerous areas) was offered in [9] 

based on China airspace experience. 

2. Prerequisites and means for solving the problem 

Now, the current airspace routing problem understanding 

includes a set of the following problems: 

 Path construction – a problem to find a path between airports 

of departure and destination with respect to RAD constraints: 

avoid, mandatory, etc. 

 Path optimization – a problem to have best path according to: 

o Length (shortest flight distance) 

o Time (fastest flight) 

o Fuel consumption (cheapest flight) 

o Weather conditions: wind, temperature, etc. (both fastest 

and cheapest flight) 

 Path compliance – a problem to have an appropriate path 

including: 

o Vertical path profile (heights or flight levels distribution 

over the path) 

o Smoothness (pilot preferences compliant flight and 

smooth path) – pilot requested path options (waypoints, 

segments, areas, avoid areas etc.), ability to fly (matching 

aircraft technical abilities, avoiding sharp turns and 

impossible maneuvers, pilots and passengers convenient 

maneuvers). 

Solving the problem requires a set of goals to be defined. It is 

obvious that a software should be developed also. The following 

goals in problem solution are ordered according to its importance 

decrease. 
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1) 100% success in route construction between departure and 

destination points. Success rate must involve as a successful 

result a completely correct answer whether the path exists or 

not (this mean that if the route search failed then the customer 

should be completely convinced that there is no any possible 

route in given circumstances to fly). 

2) Build a set of fully optimized routes. The set of resulting routes 

must include three offered routes (in some ideal circumstances 

this would be the same single route): 

a. the shortest route – distance optimized only, 

b. the fastest route – time & fuel optimized (evidently, with 

respect to weather conditions and fuel consumption), 

c. the cheapest route – cost optimized (evidently, with 

respect to weather conditions, fuel consumption and FIR 

costs). 

3) Quickest delivery time for the first found route. Possibly this 

time should not exceed 30 seconds. Next, the customer must 

see the progress in optimization, so each next optimized route 

(better than initial and each previous route) should be delivered 

in less than each next 30 seconds. Route delivery delay for 

more than 2 or 3 minutes should be considered as a long search 

and customer should be offered to decide whether to keep 

searching or to use the latest found route. 

4) Separate processing of route inexistence. This should be a 

response to customer’s request to perform totally route 

availability search, which may take a longer time. The decision 

whether to wait a longer time should be passed to customer. 

Many researches still consider routing problem in air space as a 

plain problem. Nevertheless, it remains a 3D problem and according 

to restrictions and peculiarities of an air space, there is a set of task 

to be solved separately: 

 Take-off / Climb and Landing / Descend. According to 

SID/STAR configuration there should be found a set of actual 

initial points to start routing. These points are evidently 

different to a departure and destination points of airports. This 

yields the path search between two sets of points (ADEP_SET 

and ADES_SET) instead of search between only two points 

(ADEP and ADES). Vertical profile for take-off (including 

direct climb and/or step-climb) and landing (descend) should 

be considered at current step. Regarding a set of flight levels 

one may expect up to 64 points on both ADEP_SET and 

ADES_SET ends for the routing (i.e. 3–8 FL × 4–8 take-

off/landing edges = 12–64 initial routing points). 

 Determined flight (flight via airways). According to known 

and predefined air routes, there should be a known solution to 

find route on a graph (a topology). The difficulty of the 

problem is due to restrictions set (like RADs) and 

combinatorial explosion (regarding a huge or fast growing 

number of involved waypoints and edges). 

 ―Free‖ flight (flight via FRA). Peculiarity of the problem for 

the general routing problem approach is that there are no 

predefined edges between waypoints and it requires a topology 

to be generated ―artificially‖ to be able to solve the problem 

with the same algorithm like in case of flight via airways. This 

problem actually is a problem of connecting two sets of points: 

area fly-in and area fly-out. Despite of seeming simplicity of a 

free flight, the problem looks quite different and requires some 

kind of particular solution to be used. 

 Short flight route. This could be considered as a special case of 

routing problem concerning only to build the shortest route, 

while the problem of optimization can be abandoned. The 

actual result of optimization can be less useful in most 

circumstances of a short flight. This can be yielded with a 

higher cost of optimization efforts compared to implementation 

of a simple direct flight (shortest path flight) or insignificant 

benefit of optimization. 

One should remember to define, at least formally, a set of 

metrics to be able to understand finally if the route fits all the needs. 

These metrics may help to make both a better route during route 

construction procedure and allow a pilot to decide whether he is 

satisfied with a route offered. Among others, a set of metrics to 

understand the quality of routes should include following estimates: 

 Successfulness – existence of a route 

 Smoothness – calculation of route direction changes 

 Duration – overall required time 

 Cost – overall fuel consumption + FIR costs 

3. Solution of the examined problem 

There is set of a very interesting and promising approaches 

based on a so named ―nature inspired approaches‖. Those 

considered are mostly the optimization algorithms, like ant 

algorithm, artificial bee colony algorithm (used in [3]), blind naked 

mole rat algorithm [10], rolling swarm of locust model [11], and 

grasshopper optimization algorithm [12–13]. Nevertheless, some of 

these algorithms have not been applied to solve of an air space 

routing problem. Here in this paper I offer to exploit the idea of a 

locust swarm move due to its behavior similarity to aircrafts flights. 

First, a locust swarm acts as a space oriented unit – it moves in 

particular direction like having some target. Second, a locust swarm 

flies actually and it is vulnerable to winds – this is very similar to 

aircraft flights wind vulnerability. Third, the algorithm can be used 

both to construct and to optimize routes. 

Let’s consider an artificial locust swarm behavior as a model for 

multi-routing solution approach. Each single locust could be 

considered as a solution for routing problem. Each locust in a 

swarm of N species can act in a definite way: ―jump & fly‖ or ―land 

on & eat‖. 

―Jump & fly‖ should be made between waypoints pi∊P with 

number of waypoints |P|. These waypoints are considered to be a 

food source for locust. The initial food quantity at each waypoint 

can be eaten by a single locust or a group of locusts, so the number 

qi=q(pi)∊[0...N] of locust species able to eat at particular waypoint 

could be measured also as a quantity of food at the waypoint. The 

number qi=q(pi) may also define a maximum number of locust 

species able to stay at waypoint pi. The set of q(pi)∊Q⊂ℕ∪{0} can 

be included in set of parameters for the model. Each waypoint can 

be considered to have the same quantity of food ∀{i,j}⊂ℕ, i≤|P|, 

j≤|P|: Q(pi)=Q(pj) or different quantity of food ∃{i,j}⊂ℕ, i≠j, i≤|P|, 

j≤|P|: Q(pi)≠Q(pj). This should depend on problem specifics – the 

simplest approach to routing can be considered with ∀i∊[0...|P|]: 

qi=1. 

After locust eat it have to move forward. The direction for the 

swarm can be generally defined by a vector 𝐷    from initial point to 

destination point. This vector also gives a line of attraction for the 

swarm (and each locust in a swarm, respectively). So, the swarm 

would have two attraction forces: swarm self-attraction force to 

keep swarm together and swarm direction vector attraction force. 

According to eat action each locust will choose the next 

waypoint filled with a food. The hunger will force the locust and a 

swarm to move forward and not to return back to ―empty‖ 

waypoints. 

The jump is an act of movement from one waypoint to next 

waypoint. When a locust jumps to next waypoint with a food it may 

be considered mandatory to eat a portion of food – the quantity of 

food at the point to be decremented. Each locust can ―decide‖ to 

stay and eat if there is still a food at the waypoint and the swarm 

attraction not forces it to move again. This ―decision‖ can be 

implemented via act of zero-length jump (means to stay at a 

waypoint). All jumps should be made over the predefined topology 

edges (if there are airways topology) or to some neighboring 

waypoint (if there are no topology edges, like in FRA). 
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The fly action is a situation, when there are no vacant and non-

empty neighboring waypoints. In case of predefined topology, some 

next to neighbor waypoint can be used with respect to swarm 

attraction force and swarm direction vector. In case of absence of 

predefined topology edges (FRA) the next waypoint can be selected 

only with respect to presence of food and attraction forces (swarm 

and direction). The fly distance should be regulated with a gravity 

force (the distance is shorter if the force is greater). 

The swarm attraction force can be used also to find a way 

between and around obstacles. It is expected that there could be 

some waypoints on the border of each obstacle, and a part of a 

swarm should stick around an obstacle at each of such waypoints. 

This means the waypoints on the border of the obstacle is being 

saturated to prevent other locusts to stay at the waypoint. And when 

the swarm moves forward behind the obstacle the swarm attraction 

should force the locusts from behind to move and follow the swarm. 

It may happen that the swarm can divide into two swarms, if the 

swarm attraction force for some part of locusts becomes low. But 

we leave this case for further consideration. 

Swarm attraction force can be calculated as a vector from a 

single locust position to a middle point of all species locations: 
1

𝑁
 𝑝𝑛

𝑁
𝑛=1 . Alternatively, swarm attraction force can be understood 

as a swarm noise. Once a single locust finds a food it may be 

considered to keep quiet. Contrary, there can be a sound of locust 

flight, attracting all locust species left at the back to follow the 

swarm. This may affect the locusts from the back to choose 

direction to the swarm forward position and not to repeat some 

curved ways. So, the swarm attraction force should be calculated for 

each locust as a vector from its current position to the swarm 

―sound‖, produced with those species in-flight. If we have a subset 

of locusts performed a fly, then there is a flight vector for each 

flying/jumping locust defined with its initial and destination 

position and a sum vector of the swarm noise can be found. 

Nevertheless, this alternate approach requires more calculations 

instead of having only predefined waypoints position, and this may 

yield inappropriate computational difficulty of the algorithm. 

4. Results and discussion 

A custom software solution for the algorithm was developed 

using Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 in C++ programming language. 

Currently, an initial test of a locust swarm algorithm for solving 

routing problem was made as a plain routing with randomly 

generated topologies. Simulations were performed on a Dell 

Inspirion notebook (model no. 3737-5683) with Intel Core i7 

processor. The results of simulations are presented in Table below. 

Simulations were made for different topology sizes, described 

with number of waypoints and number of edges in a graph. 

Different sizes of the locust swarms were used to find out which 

swarm size could be enough to find best route. The number of steps 

is the number of waypoints between starting and finishing points. 

The time of each simulation is given in milliseconds. The route 

length is expected to be a dimensionless value according to random 

generated waypoints’ coordinates. 

As one can mention, swarm size was selected as a value 

compared to number of waypoints. Nevertheless, a test of a single 

locust ability to find a route was made. It was found, that in case of 

a large topology (250 and 1000 waypoints) a single locust was 

unable to find a route between starting and finishing point within a 

predefined limit of iterations. Other swarm sizes were calculated as 

a 1/10, 1/5, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5 and 1/1 of number of 

waypoints. 

For small topologies (30, 50 and 100 waypoints), the shortest 

route was found by the swarm with number of locusts in it not less 

than a half of number of waypoints (size of swarm ≥15, ≥25 and 

≥50 respectively). However, for bigger topologies (250 and 1000 

waypoints) the size of the swarm needed to find the shortest route 

decreased (size of swarm ≥62 and ≥100) revealing that 1/4 or even 

1/10 could be enough. This is a particularly interesting result with 

the algorithm implementation. 

Among the cases considered, with the growth of a swarm size 

the number of steps in the algorithm can decreased faster compared 

to route length. For example, when the number of waypoints was 50 

and the swarm size was 25, a route with 4 steps was found, but it 

was not the shortest one yet. 

Table: Simulations results. 

Waypoints Edges Swarm 

size 

Steps Time 

(ms) 

Length 

30 150 

1 

3 

6 
7 

10 

15 
20 

21 

24 

30 

12 

15 

10 
5 

5 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

16 

63 

32 
31 

31 

32 
16 

15 

25 

31 

56.4299 

83.1392 

69.7788 
29.2127 

40.4625 

23.4546 
23.4546 

23.4546 

23.4546 

23.4546 

50 500 

1 

5 

10 
12 

16 
25 

32 

36 
40 

50 

45 

22 

10 
8 

6 
4 

4 

4 
4 

4 

94 

94 

77 
78 

78 
93 

78 

134 
127 

144 

537.526 

287.817 

136.194 
114.170 

96.4703 
80.5464 

60.4997 

60.4997 
60.4997 

60.4997 

100 1 000 

1 

10 
20 

25 

33 
50 

66 

75 
80 

100 

54 

14 
8 

6 

6 
5 

5 

5 
5 

5 

172 

156 
230 

209 

313 
344 

389 

488 
531 

615 

1322.46 

378.330 
229.159 

160.357 

195.650 
97.1437 

97.1437 

97.1437 
97.1437 

97.1437 

250 2 500 

1 

25 
50 

62 

83 
125 

166 

186 
200 

250 

— 

14 
8 

6 

6 
6 

6 

6 
6 

6 

— 

922 
1047 

1005 

1376 
2029 

2628 

2947 
3242 

4081 

— 

911.938 
648.49 

404.38 

404.38 
404.38 

404.38 

404.38 
404.38 

404.38 

1 000 10 000 

1 

100 
200 

250 

333 
500 

666 

750 
800 

1000 

— 

6 
6 

6 

6 
6 

6 

6 
6 

6 

— 

5993 
11981 

15089 

20211 
30669 

40544 

45541 
48540 

61203 

— 

2131.7 
2131.7 

2131.7 

2131.7 
2131.7 

2131.7 

2131.7 
2131.7 

2131.7 

5. Conclusion 

The problem of air space routing was discussed and some key 

features differing the problem from a known on-ground routing 

problem were defined. A set of nature inspired optimization 

approaches was analyzed and an approach of an artificial locust 

swarm was chosen as an appropriate one. The algorithm of an 

artificial locust swarm routing (ALSR) was offered and partly 

developed. First results of the simulations are very promising and 

expected to be enhanced and improved in further researches. Some 

―fine tuning‖ features for the algorithm would be implemented to fit 

all the requirements, including routing in FRA and giving an 

appropriate route smoothness. In addition, a weather forecasts and 
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avoidance areas should be involved in an algorithm to satisfy real 

flights requirements. 
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